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Technical Bulletin –
NEW eZee Fit Bead 5863
Duraflex Introduces New eZee Fit Bead
Following a comprehensive testing programme, Duraflex are delighted to announce the
introduction of our new high security ‘eZee Fit Bead’. This new featured bead will be
launched on 1st August, 2020 and available in all colour finishes.
Both aesthetics and performance have been meticulously designed to ensure the
featured detail replicates your current bead (5850) and suites seemlessly with existing
installations.
Furthermore, the new eZee Bead passes and exceeds the enhanced security accreditation
(PAS24) and Secured by Design without the use of security clips, reducing both fabrication
and installation time, as well as additional costs. These enhanced security credentials
makes the eZee Bead one of the most secure beads on the market today, improving the
security and peace of mind for your customers.
Initial trials have been overwhelmingly positive, with this exciting new product proving
to be significantly easier to fit, reducing time on site and improving productivity.

For technical questions relating to this product launch please get in touch:

T: 08704 444663 E: technicalassist@duraflex.co.uk

www.duraflex.co.uk
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NEW 5863 ‘eZee’ Bead - 28mm
FEATURES

BENEFITS

Longer Front Leg on Bead

Locates Easily into Bead Pocket

Chamfered Front Bead Leg

Allows Bead Leg to Glide into Pocket

Clip Detail on Back Leg

Locks into Frame for High Security

Beads Tighter in Un-glazed Frames

Beads Not Lost in Transit

Butt/Scribed Finish

Easy to Fit

Bead Sits Tight in Glazed Frame

No Gaps in the Corners, Perfect Fit

Ease of Fitting Bead

Speeds up Installation

Installer Friendly

Easy Choice for all Trades & Skill Levels

Enhanced Security Performance

PAS24 and Secured by Design Compliant

No Need for Glass Clips

Save Time and Reduce Costs

As detailed above, the new Duraflex eZee Bead has a wealth of exciting features and
benefits designed to save our fabricators and installers both time and cost. We are
confident that you will see and feel the compelling differences, with the eZee Bead
delivering a much tighter and more secure fit, not to mention being significantly easier
and quicker to install.
If you would like to discuss this exciting new bead in more detail, or to request a glazing
demonstration, please get in touch with either Ian Miller on 07808 264114 or the Duraflex
Technical Team on the contact details below.
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